
As millennials are multitasking their way forward, audio podcasts have become the go 

to! Some audio podcast platforms are:

Articles are also a great way to connect with your audience. Some platforms 

for long sharing articles are:

articles

SPOTIFY

Our contribution in content marketing : 

Some of our success stories for SMO and SEO content

PURUSHOTTAM BHAGCHANDKA ACADEMIC SCHOOL
ICSE-ISC English Medium School, Pre - Nursery to Class XII

O&

Social media optimization, Complete SEO, Web blogs, Website content, PPC services and much more!

There are various benefits of Content marketing:

Develops brand presence. 

Increases audience engagement

Drives sales and generates leads

Increases online visibility of your business 

Cost effective marketing strategy

Brands also need to dive deep with longer forms of content with videos and audio. 

Longer form of content is great for platforms like:

To know more about the solutions, visit our website or call at 

info@lnsel.com www.lnsel.com

+91 905 105 5574

Shorter form of content is great for social media platforms like:

There are various video sharing apps that allow users to share short videos like:

FACEBOOK SNAPCHAT PINTEREST

VINE VIVAVIDEO VIMEO 

LINKEDLN

In the era of booming online platforms, the audience is consuming content more than 

ever. Content can be of any form: Text, graphic, video, audio podcasts and more.The 

next step is to market these pieces of content on various platforms.. 

Content form and size has, however , evolved through the course of time. There is a 

market for both short and long forms of content. 

Content has been an essential part of the branding and marketing of any brand. 

It helps in setting the tone and image of the brand.  

Content plays a significant role in  marketing. (both offline and online) 
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